A systematic review of interventions to improve medication information for low health literate populations.
Health literacy is a barrier to accurately understanding medication information. Current medication information is too difficult to understand for low health literate populations, which imposes a higher risk of misinterpreting prescription label instructions, dosage, duration, frequency, warning labels, written information and verbal pharmacist counseling. The primary objective of this paper was to systematically review the evidence on interventions for improving medication knowledge and adherence for low health literate populations. A database search of PubMed, Embase, International Pharmaceutical Abstracts, Web of Science, Cochrane Library, CINAHL, PsycINFO, and Scopus databases from the start of each database to studies published prior to March 30, 2015. Studies were included if they explicitly stated they included low health literate populations, included outcome measures for knowledge and/or adherence, focused on medication information, were written in English and were available in full text. Full text papers were excluded if there was no clear mention of an intervention being studied, if the intervention had no focus on any of the domains of health literacy, and if the authors did not specify the inclusion of patients with low health literacy. The review identified 1553 titles, 1009 abstracts, and 168 full text articles and included 47 articles in the final review. Of the 47 included studies, 70.2% (33/47) were published in the United States and 87.2 (41/47) were published between 2005 and 2014. Studies were grouped into six different types of interventions 1) written information 2) visual information 3) verbal information 4) label/medication bottle 5) reminder systems and 6) educational programs and services. Results demonstrate significant improvement of knowledge in 27 of 37 interventions and a significant improvement of adherence in 19 of 26 interventions. Interventions designed to support low health literate populations can improve patients' medication knowledge and adherence. The most effective interventions include additional aids that enforce written information, information that is personalized, information that is easy to navigate and tools that can be accessed when needed.